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The Fappiano (Cafe Apollonia) is a well-known
historical monument in Catania, built in the.

The external structure of the Fappiano is. "The
Fappiano" is the most popular coffeehouse in
Catania, Italy.In this video you can watch an

Italian song called The Fappiano.The song was
performed in the presenters' homeland, Italy,
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after '20-week-long fast' A Muslim student,
who reportedly committed suicide after fasting
for up to 20 weeks, has died in Norwich. The

student, who was studying at the University of
East Anglia, was last heard of on June 24 after

starting his “blessed fast”, a halaqa, or
religious sermon, said an Islamic commentator.

Halaqa was heard saying: “Upon our Lord,
there are two paths: The Straight Path and the
Path of Apostasy. “If a person would follow the
Straight Path, he would be a Nazarene, and if

he would choose the Path of Apostasy he
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would be a hypocrite.” – Rahul Kahlon,
Independent reporter After sitting during
Friday prayers, the student was taken by
ambulance to hospital. Witnesses said the

student was not breathing when paramedics
arrived at the scene and the ambulance had to
be defibrillated. Norwich Coroners office said a
post-mortem examination will be held on July 2
to determine whether his death was caused by

suicide or a medical condition. Earlier this
week, Detective Chief Inspector Chris Bray of
Norwich Police said that his team were still

“trying to understand” the death. “The incident
is still being treated as a tragic death, but

given the level of concern in the community,
we will liaise with any interested parties to
ensure the family have all the support they

need at this time.” A University of East Anglia
spokesman said the university “deeply regrets
the tragic death” of the student but declined to
comment further as it would be inappropriate.

The university’s Islamic Society did not
respond to questions from the Independent.

The Islamic commentator said on Twitter that
the halaqa was not aimed at the deceased, but

at “hating God”. He said the student had
embraced Islam only a few months ago and
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that he had “met all the stipulated conditions”
for fasting. “But he [lacked] inner control. He
let himself be led by his mind [away from the
right path] and committed the act of kufr.”
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